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Preface
What might this book offer to people already confronted with information
overload? It is intended to help citizens who want to understand the issues
around digital preservation without reading the technical literature. It is
also intended to help scholars who want depth quickly find authoritative
sources. It is for
x authors, artists, and university faculty who want their digitally represented works to be durable and to choose information service providers
that are committed and competent to ensure preservation of those works;
x attorneys, medical professionals, government officials, and businessmen
who depend on the long-term reliability of business records that are today mostly in digital form;
x entertainment industry managers, because their largest enterprise assets
are old performance recordings;
x archivists, research librarians, and museum curators who need to understand digital technology sufficiently to manage their institutions, especially those curators that are focusing on digital archiving;
x citizens who want to understand the information revolution and the attendant risks to information that might affect their lives; and
x software engineers and computer scientists who support the people just
mentioned.
Ideally, a book about a practical topic would present prescriptions for
immediately achieving what its readers want—in this case a durable existence for monographs, articles, performance recordings, scientific data,
business and government records, and personal data that we all depend on.
Doing so is, however, not possible today because software and infrastructure for reliably preserving large numbers of digital records have not yet
been built and deployed, even though we know what software would work
and what services repository institutions need to provide.
The software needed includes tools for packaging works for long-term
storage and for extracting information package contents conveniently for
their eventual consumers. Many useful components exist, and some are in
use. Others are not yet represented by specifications that must precede
peer criticism, selection, and refinement within communities that have
specialized applications. Some of the agreements needed will ultimately
be expressed as information interchange standards. The products of such
work could be deployed in five to ten years.
The infrastructure needed includes institutional repositories (digital archives) that share methods and digital content and whose characteristics
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are relatively well understood. Since large projects to create the required
network and storage infrastructure exist in several countries (Australia,
Germany, The Netherlands, the U.K., and the U.S.), the current book positions preservation within this infrastructure without describing the infrastructure in detail. It focuses on principles for reliable digital preservation
and on what these principles teach about design for representing every
kind of intellectual work.
Substantial deployment will not occur until interested communities
achieve consensus on which proposed components to choose so that their
clients, the producers and consumers of information resources, can share
their works safely and efficiently. We intend this book to help the necessary discussions.

Trustworthy Digital Objects
The Open Archival Information Systems (OAIS) Reference Model and related expositions address the question, “What architecture should we use
for a digital repository?” This is sometimes construed as all aspects of
providing digital library or archive servicesʊeverything that might be pertinent to creating and managing a digital repository within an institution
such as a university, a government department, or a commercial enterprise.
To address the OAIS question and the responsibilities of repository institution managers, doing so in the compass of a single monograph, seems to
me a too-difficult task, partly because accepted best practices have not yet
emerged from increasing research activities. In contrast, digital preservation is a tractable topic for a monograph. Among the threats to archival
collections are the deleterious effects of technology obsolescence and of
fading human recollection. In contrast to the OAIS question, this book addresses a different question, “What characteristics will make saved digital
objects useful into the indefinite future?”
The book’s technical focus is on the structure of what it calls a Trustworthy Digital Object (TDO), which is a design for what the OAIS international standard calls an Archival Information Package (AIP). It further
recommends TDO architecture as the packaging design for information
units that are shared, not only between repository institutions, but also between repositories and their clientsʊinformation producers and information consumers.
In contrast, most research articles addressing digital preservation focus
on the structure and operations of archival repository institutions and research librariesʊwhat they sometimes call Trusted Digital Repositories.
A critic has called this distinction still controversial in the sense that TDO
methodology is not widely accepted as the path that must be taken. In fact,
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TDO architecture seems to have been mostly ignored since 2001, when
current and former IBM Research staff members started to publish its description.
Most of today’s digital preservation research literature focuses on a
small segment of what is created in digital formʊthe kinds of information
that research libraries collect. It pays little attention to the written output
of governments and of private sector enterprises. It hardly mentions the
myriad documents important to the welfare and happiness of individual
citizensʊour health records, our property records, our photographs and
letters, and so on. Some of these are tempting targets for fraud and other
misfeasance. In contrast, deliberate falsification does not seem to be a
prominent problem for documents of primarily cultural interest. Protecting
against its effects has therefore received little attention in the cultural heritage digital preservation literature.
The book therefore explains what I believe to be the shortfalls of preservation methodology centered on repository institution practices, and justifies my opinion that TDO methodology is sound. Its critique of the trusted
digital repositories approach is vigorous. I invite similarly vigorous public
or private criticism of TDO methodology and, more generally, of any opinion the book expresses.

Structure of the Book
The reader who absorbs this book will understand that preservation of digital information is neither conceptually difficult nor mysterious. However,
as with any engineering discipline, “the devil is in the details.” This motivates a typical engineering approachʊbreaking a problem into separate,
tractable components.
Software engineers will recognize details from their own projects and
readily understand both the broad structure and also the choice of principles emphasized. Readers new to digital preservation or to software engineering might find it difficult to see the main threads within the welter of
details. Hopefully these readers will be helped by the Summary Table of
Contents that can remind them of the book’s flow in a single glance, the
introduction that precedes each group of chapters, and also the summary
that ends each chapter by repeating its most important points.
The book is laid out in five sections and a collection of back matter that
provides detail that would have been distracting in the main text. The order of the sections and chapters is not especially significant.
The book proceeds from broad social circumstances to methodological
details for preserving any kind of digital object whatsoever. It describes
architectural abstractions without refinements that many people would
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demand before they called them designs. This choice is intended to emphasize what might be obscured by the detail required in design for implementations. Before it begins with technical aspects, it summarizes the
soundest available basis for discussing what knowledge we can communicate and what information we can preserve.
Throughout, the book emphasizes ideas and information that typical
human users of information systems—authors, library managers, and eventual readers of preserved worksʊare likely to want. Its first section, Why
We Need Long-term Digital Preservation describes the challenge, distinguishing our narrow interpretation of digital preservation from digital
repository design and archival institution management.
Preservation can be designed to require no more than small additions to
digital repository technology and other information-sharing infrastructure.
The latter topics must respond to subtle variations in what different people
will need and want and to subjective aspects of knowledge and communication. In contrast to the complexity and subjectivity of human thinking,
the measures needed to mitigate the effects of technology obsolescence
can be objectively specified once and for all.
Chapter 2 sketches social and computing marketplace trends driving the
information access available to every citizen of the industrial nations—
access that is transforming their lives. These transformations are making it
a struggle for some librarians and archivists to play an essential role in the
information revolution. Their scholarly articles suggest difficulties with
digital preservation partly due to inattention to intellectual foundations—
the theory of knowledge and of its communication.
The second section, Information Object Structure, reminds readers of
the required intellectual foundation by sketching scientific philosophy, relating each idea to some aspect of communicating. It resolves prominent
difficulties with notions of trust, evidence, the original, and authenticity.
It emphasizes the distinction between objective facts and subjective opinions, which is not as evident in information practice as would be ideal.
The section core is a communication model and an information representation model. These lead to our recommending structuring schemes for
documents and collections.
The third section, Distributed Content Management, sketches electronic data processing standards that are essential starting points. It continues by discussing repository infrastructure aspects that comprise context
for preservation software. Since most of this material is well known and
well handled in previous works, Chapters 7 through 9 are limited to
sketching the aspects essential for preservation and to providing citations
intended to help readers who want more detail.
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The fourth section, Digital Object Architecture for the Long Term,
suggests how to solve those preservation challenges that technology can
address. Chapters 10 through 12 present the TDO approach in a form
permitting objective and specific critiques. It depends on well known elements of scientific and engineering methodologies: (1) careful attention to
the interplay between the objective aspects (here, tools that might be employed) and what is necessarily subjective (human judgments, opinions,
and intentions that cannot flourish in circumstances controlled too tightly);
(2) focus on the wants and actions of individual people that balances and
illustrates abstractions such as authenticity, integrity, and quality; (3) identification of possible failures and risk reduction; and (4) divide and conquer project management with modest pieces that build on other people’s
contributions and that facilitate and encourage their future contributions to
address weaknesses and provide missing elements.
Specifically, Chapter 10 teaches replication to protect against losing the
last copy of any bit-string. Chapter 11 describes signing and sealing to
provide durable evidence about the provenance and content of any digital
object, and of its links to other information. Chapter 12 shows how to encode bit-strings to be interpretable within any future computing system,
even though we cannot today know such systems’ architectures.
In the Peroration, Chapter 13 suggests open questions and work yet to
be done. The questions include, “Is every detail of what we call TDO
methodology correct and optimal? Are there missing pieces? What would
be the architecture and design of satisfactory implementations? How can
we make these convenient for users with little technical experience?”
Such questions lead to suggestions for projects to create lightly coupled
software modules.

How to Read This Book
Precise communication is unusually important for this book’s topic. Accordingly, its diction is particularly cautious. Nevertheless, definitions are
not given in the text except for unusually sensitive cases. The careful
reader is referred to the Glossary.
How an individual word or phrase is used differs from community to
community. For key words, we signal what we intend. A word in italics,
such as model, has a relatively precise, technical meaning that is so important that this word has a Glossary entry. A word or phrase between double
quotes, such as “model,” is used to quote a source. Single quotes enclosing a word indicate that the word itself is being discussed as an object—as
a symbol for something other than itself.
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Some readers will find their objectives best met by reading this book out
of order. This should not be surprising in a topic as complex and subtle as
human communication. First time readers are encouraged to ignore the
references, especially those to other sections of the book.
Some readers might be impatient with philosophical discussions that
seem to them to expound little more than common sense. Such readers
might proceed directly from the introductory chapters to Digital Object
Architecture for the Long Term, consulting the Information Object
Structure chapters only if they start to wonder how to improve upon what
the fourth section proposes, or whether the whole work is soundly based.
Some readers will prefer to understand where we are leading them before they join us on the journey. We suggest that such readers might prefer
to start with Chapter 13, which is devoted to an assessment of the merits of
the TDO digital preservation approach.
Some readers will want more detail, others less. For those who want an
introduction to preservation issues and to technology that can help address
its challenges, we recommend generally ignoring the footnotes and the citations. For readers who want technical detail, possibly because they are
skeptical about what the main text propounds, the footnote citations attempt to identify the most authoritative works. These citations are selections from about three times as many books and articles considered. By
consulting these and the literature that they in turn cite, the reader can
quickly learn what other people believe about digital preservation.
Some readers will want to decide quickly whether or not to inspect a
cited work. The footnotes and an accompanying Web page are designed to
help them. The objective is that a reader will be able to decide from each
footnote alone whether or not to look at the cited work, i.e., decide without
looking at any other page. Web page citations include the Web address,
and are not repeated in the formal Bibliography at the end of the book. Instead they will be provided as actionable links in a supporting Web page.1
Footnote citations of hard copy works are abbreviations of formal citations
included in the Bibliography; they begin with the last name of the author
and the publication date to make finding their Bibliography entries easy.
Every footnote citation includes enough of the work’s title for the reader to
decide how interested he is in this source.
A few works are cited so often that it has been convenient to indicate
them by abbreviations.2 A few phrases are used so often that it is conven1
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This Web page is available at http://home.pacbell.net/hgladney/pdilinks.htm. As a fixed Web
address is likely to be ephemeral, we suggest that readers locate a copy by a Web search for
“Preserving Digital Information citations” or for the ISBN “3-540-37886-3” or “3540378863”.
See Appendix A for the abbreviations LSW, NDIIPP, OAIS, PDITF, PI, PK, RLG, TLP, and
W2005.
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ient to represent them with acronyms. All these are tabulated in the Glossary.
The professional literature cited extends to autumn 2006. The reader
will understand that work that appeared shortly before this cut-off could
not be considered as thoughtfully as earlier work. Recent articles selected
for citation are suggested for their insights beyond what the book includes.
When this book’s manuscript was nearing completion, there appeared
the final report and recommendations of the Warwick Workshop, Digital
Curation and Preservation: Defining the research agenda for the next
decade.3 European experts across the full spectrum of the digital life cycle
mapped the current state of play and future agenda. They reconsidered
recommendations of a 1999 Warwick workshop and reviewed the progress
made in implementing them. Their report concisely reflects the insights of
many earlier discussions, making it a yardstick with which any reader can
judge Preserving Digital Information. Appendix D uses its table of technical preservation components to assess TDO methodology.
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